
   

Tame the Brain
Tame the Brain
Tame the Brain

I have always valued honestly and strived

to be truthful in all that I do and say.

Ugh. A few years ago I realized that while

I was truthful to others....

The thoughts I told myself weren't true.
 

 

 EXAMPLES OF STINKING THINKING

 

 

   
  S T I N K I N '
 T H I N K I N ' ?

      A  G u i d e  t o

Her kids are sitting perfectly.  Mine are
bouncing off the walls.  I am a bad mom.

Everyone else is perfect. I do not fit in. 

I will always be alone.

Ugh, I'm such a fat pig. My life would be
so much better if I weighed 50 pounds
less.

Why even bother putting out resumes.
No one is going to hire me.

 I don't want to go the party tonight. No
one will talk to me anyway.

        

Examples of Stinking ThinkingExamples of Stinking Thinking



This is the quick version of cognitive therapy (noticing
and rethinking our thoughts) and then reframing our
thought to something more truthful. Cognitive Therapy
has years of research backing up it's proven
effectiveness in the fight against depression, anxiety,
addiction and most emotional struggles.

A more elaborate way to challenge our thinking is to go
through the checklist on page 3 and look for the way our
thoughts fit into common distortions.

Is It True?
Is It True?
Is It True?

Am I 100%
Am I 100%
Am I 100%

Sure It's True?
Sure It's True?
Sure It's True?

  Notice Your Thoughts1.
   2.  Go Through the Checklist and Look for the Cognitive 
        Distortions.
   3.   Reframe Your Thoughts into Something More Truthful.      
 3. 
   D



Is It True?
Is It True?
Is It True?   

Am I 100%
Am I 100%
Am I 100%

Sure It's True?
Sure It's True?
Sure It's True?   



Think Positive             Think Truthful

 

In brain science we learn that our thoughts can 
change the chemicals in our brain and make us feel bad
or good. There are real physical changes.

Being 'mindful' of our thoughts are important. We
need to look at our thoughts and question them and
ask ourselves if they are true.

I'm Not Really Saying 'THINK POSITIVE'! 
I'm More Suggesting "THINK REALISTICALLY".

 Our brains don't generally buy into "think positive" 
but if we tell ourselves  to "think realistically" we can get
to the truth quicker and from there, change our mood.
 

Is It True?
Is It True?
Is It True?      

Am I 100%
Am I 100%
Am I 100%   

Sure It's True?
Sure It's True?
Sure It's True?

The trick is to learn how to change our
'ANT's (Annoying Nonsense Thoughts)

into
HAWK's (Happy Awesome Wonderful Knowledge) 

INSTEAD OF: TRY THIS:



"Everyone else is
perfect. I do not fit in."

"I will always be alone."

INSTEAD OF: TRY THIS:

Is It True?
Is It True?
Is It True?      

Am I 100%
Am I 100%
Am I 100%   

Sure It's True?
Sure It's True?
Sure It's True?

 
 
"Why even bother putting
out resumes. No one is
going to hire me."

"Her kids are sitting 
perfectly.  Mine are
bouncing off the walls. 
 I am a bad mom."

My kids just struggle with sitting
still , that doesn't mean I am a
bad mom. I try hard.

Everyone has issues—I just don’t 
know what they are.   Yes, there
may be a certain culture that I
have a hard  time fitting into,
but that’s why this area needs
my unique voice even more.

I'm not a fortune teller.  I feel 
lonely but the important thing is
to make each day meaningful
whether I am alone or with 
someone.

I may be healthier if I was 50
pounds less, but in the
meanwhile, I can try and
enjoy my life to the fullest. 
 I have a healthy body.

   
"Ugh, I'm such a fat
 pig.   My life would be so
much better if I weighed
50 pounds less.."

Chances are that if I put out
enough resumes, I will
eventually get hired.  It may
take me awhile but if I don’t try,
then the possibility of getting a
job is even less.


